to combine genuine scholarship with a genius at storytelling and ability to communicate complex events in a supremely accessible way. Students recalled Professor Tadeusz Lewicki as a memorable instructor who was great in what he did. 2 
Scientific biography
Tadeusz Lewicki was born in Lviv (Polish: Lwów), present day Ukraine, on 29 January 1906. It worth mentioning that Lwów belonged to the Kingdom of Poland and then to the Second Polish Republic till the year 1939. Lewicki grew up in Lwów and in 1919, as a fourteen-year-old boy, participated in the so-called defence of Lwów against the Ukrainian nationalists forces. He belonged to the young volunteers called "Orlęta Lwowskie" (Lwów Eaglets).
After having attended the 8th Grammar School named after King Casimir the Great in Lwów in 1925 he studied at the Humanistic Faculty of the Jan Kazimierz University in Lwów. Focusing on Oriental studies, he spent three years in Paris, studying Semitic languages. The aim of this difficult work was his dream to pursue a career in diplomacy. In 1931 he returned to University in Lwów where he received the doctor of philosophy degree, presenting his dissertation on the history of North Africa in the early medieval period, written under the supervision of Professor Zygmunt Smogorzewski (1884 Smogorzewski ( -1931 . 3 In 1931, he left for Paris for a two-year scholarship at the Sorbonne and Collége de France. During his studies in France he collected material concerning the history of Slaves and Arabic philology on the basis of the works of Al-Idrīsī (1099-1165 or 1166), especially Nuzhat al-muštāq fi'ḫtirāq al-āfāq ‫اآلفاق(‬ ‫اختراق‬ ‫في‬ ‫المشتاق‬ ‫نزهة‬ -Tabula Rogeriana). He was also fascinated by the history of Ibāḍiyya. For that reason, he decided to spend six months in M'zab, first of all in Wargla, which was the capital of the late medieval M'zab, Ibāḍī political entity descended from the earlier Rustamid policy. There Lewicki gathered new source material and studied the old manuscripts, trying to discover information about the Muslim group Ibāḍī.
After his return to Lwów in 1934 Lewicki was employed as an assistant lecturer in the Department of Ancient History of the Jan Kazimierz University till March 1940, when the university was taken over by the Russian communists and renamed as the Ukrainian National University. World War II interrupted Professor Lewicki's scientific activities. Unable to earn his livelihood, in 1940-1942 he worked 2 Cf. J. Bubka, B. Ostafin, Tadeusz Lewicki (1906 Lewicki ( -1992 as a builder and at the same time he was engaged in underground activities against the German-Nazi occupants, fighting in the Union of Armed Struggle (Związek Walki Zbrojnej), renamed in 1942 as Home Army (Armia Krajowa). 4 The participation in this organization facilitated Lewicki to escape from the areas under the Soviet occupation, including Lwów, to the region under the German occupation -he came to Warsaw. Afterwards Home Army also helped him to avoid the Gestapo repression. Being aware of the danger of his underground activities caused that Lewicki kept his true identity and political allegiance in secret, changing his name twice (Teofil Laskowski and Zygmunt Woźniak). The underground organization assigned Lewicki to work in the microphotographic section of the Propaganda and 13 Royal Asiatic Society (London), 14 Association Internationale d'Etudes des Civilisations Méditerranéennes (Malta). 15 He also held Doctor Honoris Causa from Wrocław University. 16 After his retirement in 1976 Professor Lewicki continued his studies of the Arabic sources, helping young orientalists in their scientific research.
List of Lewicki's Islamic and West African studies
Professor Lewicki published nearly 500 scientific papers, articles and books. 17 His works concern the application of Arabic sources to the history of the Ibāḍītes and the medieval history of Central Europe.
The following works are, in my opinion, the most important research on Islam in West Africa, especially on Ibāḍiyya: 14. 1960 It is impossible to make a detailed analysis of this huge, African Islam and Ibāḍi material included in Lewicki's works within the framework of the one presentation. Therefore, I will try to present the main achievements of Professor Lewicki, adding some critical notes. Thus my paper embraces a summary of assessments with several detailed examples. I am going to leave Lewicki's works on Arabic-Slavic contacts in the Middle Ages and the earliest Arabic sources describing aṣ-Ṣaqāliba -the Slavs. However, Professor Lewicki's contribution to the explication of the Ibāḍi introduction of Islam into some part of sub-Saharan Africa was his great analyses of the North African Ibāḍi sources. These gave us interesting and credible evidence concerning the activities of merchants and the Ibāḍi missionaries in western and central Sudan from the eighth till the fourteenth century.
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Particularly interesting is the case of Zawīla, the African kingdom, which was only a part of the present-day eastern Fezzān (south-western region of modern Libya). Zawīla did not exist in the 660s when 'Uqbah ibn Nāfi' (622-683), the Arab Lewicki's research shows that the Ibāḍītes of Zawila played a leading role in the African slave-trade. Moreover, it appears that some of the blacks who settled in North Africa in that period were the Ibāḍī Muslims. The Ibāḍīte sources attest that, for example referring to a community in Ğabal Nafūsa known as Iğnāw(un), which could be read as Ignaun, the plural of agnaw, meaning "blacks." Some eminent Ibāḍī shaykhs, including Abū 'Ubayda al-Ḥamīd al-Ğanāwnī, originated from this community. In 811-12, the latter was appointed by the imām of Tahert as his representative ('āmil) in Ğabal Nafūsa. It is said that he could speak three languages: Arabic, Berber and the language of Kanem (al-luġa al-kānimiyya). Lewicki inherited this unexplored collection, but unfortunately these manuscripts disappeared during the Second World War. 29 The four pages of the Ibāḍī manuscript, which Lewicki examined, contain a list of the Ibāḍī leaders (šuyūḫ) from the Ğabal Nafūsa with their villages of origin compiled in the twelfth century. In this publication Professor Lewicki gathered, apparently exhaustively, all the references to these people and places with some commentaries of his own. He analyzed mostly the component parts of the Ibāḍī sources. The author of Études ibāḍites nord-africaines should be congratulated on his determination, which led him successfully through the barren areas of the Ibāḍī bibliography. It need to be said Lewicki found help in Henri Basset's work Sanctuaires et forteresses almohades 30 and Jean Despois's research Le Djebel Nefusa. 31 The next valuable contribution of this book is the identification of the sites of numerous villages on the map. On the other hand, not all of Tadeusz Lewicki's philological speculations have found acceptance. For example, orientalists should like to see more evidence that the name Māmad is the Berberized form of Muḥammad, that the ‫ﻞﺒﺃ‬ derives from Wahb Allāh and that Wūfī is to be regarded as a Berber not as an Arab name.
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Critical study of historical sources Since the time of the foundation of the Association for Promoting the Discovery of the Interior Parts of Africa in 1788 much has been written about the European "discovery of Africa," which began in London. In more recent times, especially in the early 20 th century, scholars used another expression: "invention of Africa" -imaging the continent and its people by colonial administrators, some scholars, journalists and novelists. But there was a much earlier "discovery" of Sub-Saharan Africa and its similar "invention" by Arabs and Berbers using the Arabic language to express their thoughts.
This part of Lewicki's West African studies concerns the question of these sources. Naturally, in the 1950s and 60s, in the circles of orientalists and historians some sources concerning the medieval Sub-Saharan Africa studies were known. Geographical accounts with historical information were given by al-Ya'qūbī (died 897/898), a Berber Muslim geographer and perhaps the first historian of medieval Islam of the ninth century 33 Ibn Ḥawqal (c. 920-990) in his Ṣūrat al-arḍ of the tenth century, 34 and the work of the great eleventh century al-Bakrī (c. 914-994). 35 To these we should add Taheret, the ninth century testimony of Ibn al-Saġīr. 36 The principal representative of the Ibāḍī tradition was the sixteenth-century aš-Šammāḫī, Kitāb al-siyar. 37 Professor Lewicki enriched this area of historic sources of the West African medieval period by publishing the supplements: Une chronique ibāḍite: "Kitāb al-siyar" d'Abu 'l-Abbās Aḥmad aš-Šammāḫī 38 and Quelques extraits inédits relatifs aux voyages des commerçants et des missionaires ibāḍītes nord-africains au pays du Soudan occidental et central au moyen âge. 39 The medieval references to tropical Africa written by Arabic authors are characterized by a wide variety of specific historical contexts. The external written evidence on the Sahelian and Sudanic zones of West Africa in medieval period shows a tendency to view the region through the lenses of Islam and at the state level. One can observe this tendency reading the classical Arabic sources describing Africa. Following to the tremendous undertaking to publish all medieval Sub-Saharian references, made in 1962 by the major figure of all African Studies in the Czech Republic Ivan Hrbek , 40 Professor Lewicki published the edition of Arabic External Sources for the History of Africa to the South of Sahara in 1969. 41 Developing this topic it is necessary to take note of the nature of Arabic writing about sub-Saharan Africa and its relationship to the Greek knowledge and legend. First of all, the Arab' encounter with Africa did not begin in the medieval Islamic period but probably much earlier. For example, it is not entirely clear what the term Ḥabašī meant in the early Islamic period, but probably it simply meant an individual who originated from somewhere under the control of the kings of Axum. According to the medieval Arab geographers the name Ḥabaša refers sometimes to a much wider area than kingdom of Axum, and includes the land to the south of the Fezzan and west of Lake Chad. It is evident that it echoed the old Greek usage of the term Aethiopia as a generic name for the territories and peoples to the south of Libya and Egypt.
Lewicki's work Arabic External Sources for the History of Africa to the South of Sahara presents basic Arabic material on Sub-Saharian Africa. The presentation embraces sources from the eighth century when the whole length of the Mediterranean fringe of Africa belonged to the Islamic World under the Abbasid rule. Arab forces also penetrated into or even beyond the Saharan confines; the Fezzan in the south of modern Libya was subdued as well as Moroccan Sūs down to the Dra' valley. It was at such points that incoming Arabs began to learn about the existence of peoples living beyond the sea of sand.
It is worth stressing that we dispose only a small handful of truly first-hand accounts of medieval sub-Saharan Africa: the tenth-century historian-encyclopaedist al-Mas'ūdī visited East Africa and left us a page or two, in the thirteenth century Ibn Sa'īd quoted passages from the apparently lost travel account relating to the Lake Chad area, while in the mid-fourteenth century the intrepid Ibn Baṭṭūṭa visited Mali, the Niger Bend and Tagidda (present day Niger) and wrote an account of the trip in the last section of his travel memoirs. Finally, we should not forget that some amount of Arabs' knowledge about various Sub-Saharian regions was gained from Greek sources. 
African Food in the Middle Ages: According to Arabic Sources
44 is a significant book, especially for specialists, particularly social and economic historians, studying West Africa before the sixteenth century. It answers the question what the basic foods were before the arrival of crops from the Americas such as maize, cassava, ground nuts, red peppers and tomatoes. Lewicki did not only collect references from the Arabic texts but also interpreted them in the light of works of modern ethnographers and descriptions given by travellers in more recent times. It is one of the Oriental books which raised many questions, and led to diverse opinions. 45 Lewicki attempted to reconstruct the economic basis of West African society between the 10th and 16th centuries "to see approximately what the food of the population of West Africa was prior to the great changes which took place in the agricultural economy […] during the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries." 46 On the basis of the sources of 15 Arab authors, who noted the diets of the countries they described, Lewicki scanned the texts for information falling into four main categories: a) vegetable foodstuffs, including wild plants, truffles, manna, and methods of preparing cereals as food; b) meat and fish, including game animals; c) other foodstuffs, such as fats, cheese, honey, sugar, spices and beverages; d) utensils. Lewicki's analyses present the indigenous and ancient nature of West Sudanic grain cultivation, probably including rice and the effects of collecting wild plant foods, among which we find congeners of domesticated grains. The author of the West African Food describes this phenomenon as a dynamic interaction between North and West Africa. It has resulted in the increase of the spread of certain important cultigens from the north to the south.
Some of Lewicki's opinions about West African food have been widely accepted by the mainstream Orientalist scholarship community but other results of this research indicate ambivalence. Firstly, the earliest surviving Arabic reference to the West African Bilād as-Sūdān, which can be translated as "the land of the black man," generally speaking about the area that lies to the south of the Sahara, dates from the eighth century. From the ninth and tenth centuries onwards, there appeared a considerable corpus of Arabic geographies, histories and travellers' accounts containing various information about the Bilād as-Sūdān. But one should not overlook the fact that this information has limitations. The Arabs' knowledge of West Africa was, as a matter of fact, limited to the savannah region of the Sudan that was approachable from the Sahara, and hardly extended to the southern region, the forest zones commonly known as Guinea. Much of this knowledge among the Arabs and Berbers was not first hand.
Secondly, according to Professor Lewicki the middle ages include the period from circa the 10th century up the publication by Joannes Leo Africanus' (or alḤasan ibn Muḥammad al-Wazzān al-Fāsī c. 1494 -c. 1554?) Description of Africa in 1526, the last original author of Arab background to write about West Africa. But in order to fill gaps in the descriptions in his basic medieval sources, Lewicki used a great number of diverse European sources, ranging from the 16th century to the present. For him they were the evidence required to establish a claim concerning the continuity and the specific identity of medieval African crops and practices. Sometimes some authors argue on the basis of this complementary material, which carries his discourse "beyond tentative evaluation into assumptions that axe not sustained by facts and that occasionally suggest special pleading." 47 Going beyond the limits of the title of his work Lewicki showed abundant second-hand material, from the later 19th century travellers, in particular Heinrich Barth (1821-1865), Gustav Nachtigal (1834-1885) and Friedrich Gerhard Rohlfs (1831-1896). The results of this practice "still remain frustrating for anyone wishing to evaluate and quantify the importance of individual crops at any particular place or time." 48 Thirdly, the composition of this book is also problematic. The discussion about the value of Arabic sources is really too long and incomplete. But it is astonishing how short is his conclusion, which takes up less than a page after several chapters on vegetable foodstuffs, meat and fish, utensils and other foodstuffs. This conclusion "ends by reminding us that we still do not know all the answers: above all we must await conclusions drawn from West African archaeological evidence." His basic sources are 15 Arab authors, all of whom noted the diet of the countries they described.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a review and critical analysis of Lewicki's researches and answer which of his interpretations and philological speculations still have found acceptance. This paper also respect to how Lewicki supports, extends, and qualifies the previous literature on West African, Islamic and Ibadites study, and how gives directions for future research.
